NEW FACULTY AND ACADEMIC STAFF, 1969-70

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION
Romani, John H., Vice Chancellor (and Professor, Political Science)

APPLIED SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Engineering-Electrical
Bell, Stephen S., Assistant Professor
Carroll, Dennis P., Assistant Professor
Cooper, Thomas L., Lecturer
Czech, James K., Lecturer

Engineering-Energetics
Balmer, Robert T., Assistant Professor

Engineering-Mechanics
Bratanow, Theodore, Professor

Engineering-Systems Design
Groblewski, David E., Lecturer
Vitez, Bela, Lecturer

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Ambrose, James E., Associate Professor
Attoe, Wayne O., Assistant Professor
Beckley, Robert M., Associate Professor
Glickman, Donald H., Assistant Professor
Jules, Frederick A., Instructor
Stumpf, William E., Assistant Professor

BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS
Neuens, Patricia M., Specialist

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Administration
Kraus, William L., Assistant to the Dean
Mudgett, William C., Assistant to the Dean

Business Administration
Baumgarten, Steven A., Assistant Professor
Chou, Victor K., Lecturer
Fischer, Paul M., Assistant Professor
Fredman, Albert J., Assistant Professor
Ring, Winston, Assistant Professor

CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN CULTURE
Burrell, Daniel, Jr., Director (and Associate Director of Programs, Institute of Human Relations)
Taylor, Rockie D., Lecturer

COMPUTER CENTER
Lacy, Eulalie V., Specialist
Tomlinson, Robert T., Specialist
Wilmot, Brian, Specialist
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Campus School
McElrath, Judy, Lecturer
Cabrera, Mary Ann, Lecturer
Whitaker, Alberta, Lecturer
Orange, Satia X., Lecturer

Curriculum and Instruction
Brubaker, Dale, Associate Professor
Haberman, Martin, Professor

Education Administration and Supervision
Gorton, Richard, Assistant Professor
Johnson, Irwin T., Assistant Professor

Educational Psychology
Page, Ellis B., Visiting Professor
Reinhard, Diane L., Lecturer (and Education Administration and Supervision)

Exceptional Education
Dietz, Robert, Lecturer
Lobenste in, John, Lecturer
Piper, Terrence, Assistant Professor

Physical Education
Luebke, Laura L., Lecturer

Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education
Williams, Jack, Assistant Professor
Woessner, Henry, Assistant Professor

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Burns, Robert E., Project Specialist
Cummins, John F., Program Specialist
Kling, Thomas W., Program Specialist
Shane, T. C., Program Specialist
Stier, Jacqueline S., Project Specialist
Wilkes, DeAnne J., Project Specialist
William, Charles A., Jr., Program Specialist

SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Administration
Perkins, Monte L., Program Specialist
Wallace, Gerald L., Specialist (and University Extension and Education Administration)

Art
Lutz, Frank G., Instructor
Waldheim, Jack J., Lecturer

Dance
Gotshalks, Jury, Assistant Professor
McIntyre, Dianne R., Instructor

Music
Boggs, Jon W., Instructor (and Curriculum and Instruction)
Chavez, Trinidad J., Instructor
Jepson, Paul D., Assistant Professor
Theatre Arts
    Everett, Chestyn, Assistant Professor

GENERAL SERVICES
    Auxiliary Enterprises
    Peterson, Margaret, Specialist
    Radtke, Judith J., Specialist

GRADUATE SCHOOL
    Administration
    Norwood, Eugene L., Associate Dean (and Professor, German)

INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RELATIONS
    Creecy, Robert F., Assistant Director (and Lecturer, Center for Afro-American Culture)

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA LAB
    Griebling, Neal, Specialist

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
    Breen, Thomas F., III, Instructor

LETTERS AND SCIENCE
    Administration
    Snyder, Ronald H., Assistant to the Dean

Anthropology
    Kurtz, Donald V., Instructor

Art History
    Van Fossen, David R., Assistant Professor

Chemistry
    Andersen, Lois M., Lecturer
    Clarkson, Robert B., Assistant Professor
    Daniel, Chelliah, Lecturer
    Going, John E., Assistant Professor
    Sand, James R., Lecturer
    Roskos, Phillip, Lecturer

Communication
    Jain, Nemi C., Assistant Professor
    Larson, Barbara A., Assistant Professor
    McGaffey, Ruth, Lecturer
    Nichols, Jack G., Assistant Professor
    Rossiter, Charles M., Jr., Instructor
    Schmidt, Carol J., Clinician
    Gordon, William, Lecturer

Economics
    Makin, John H., Assistant Professor
    Maurizi, Alex R., Assistant Professor

English
    Baron, F. Xavier, Assistant Professor
    Greenbaum, Sidney, Visiting Associate Professor
French and Italian
Romanowski, Sylvie, Assistant Professor

Geography
Lyons, Walter A., Instructor
Miller, Theodore K., Assistant Professor

German
Bartel, Klaus J., Assistant Professor

Hebrew Studies
Crossfeld, Bernard, Assistant Professor

History
Arum, Peter M., Instructor
Bartley, Russell H., Instructor
Buck, David D., Instructor
Dubofsky, Melvin, Associate Professor
Merritt, Raymond H., Assistant Professor
Renzi, William A., Assistant Professor

Language Laboratories
Bartley, Diana E., Associate Director (and Instructor, Spanish and Portuguese)
Bell, Thomas R., Specialist (and Twentieth Century Studies)
James, Carl, Specialist (and Twentieth Century Studies)

Mathematics
Skinner, Lindsay A., Visiting Associate Professor
Thornton, Robert L., Lecturer
Ahmad, Rashid, Assistant Professor
Patel, Harjibhai L., Assistant Professor
Tang, Min Ming, Lecturer

Philosophy
Khatchadourian, Haig A., Professor
Rosenberg, Milton D., Visiting Assistant Professor
Trebilco, Joyce, Lecturer

Physics
Lester, John B., Lecturer
Oneda, Sadao, Visiting Assistant Professor
Slager, Terry L., Post Doctoral Fellow

Political Science
Barnett, Malcolm J., Assistant Professor
Hayes, Edward C., Assistant Professor
Kersey, Eugene R., Instructor
Kobrak, Peter, Instructor (and University Extension)
Piencik, Donald E., Instructor
Morser, John E., Instructor

Psychology
Hay, John C., Associate Professor

Slavic Languages
Balthazar, Richard J., Instructor

Sociology
Hall, Mason E., Jr., Professor
Spanish and Portuguese
Buckley, Diana, Instructor
Rodriguez, Alfred, Professor

Zoology
Stanley, Jon G., Asst. Prof.

LIBRARY
Bachtell, Ivan C., Specialist
Colvin, Mary E., Specialist
Hess, Susan M., Specialist
McAulay, Louise, Instructor
Setek, Peter J., Specialist
Stoldt, Carol, Specialist
Sullivan, Patricia E., Specialist

MILITARY SCIENCE
Cleveland, Clyde K., (Maj.) Assistant Professor
Jett, Edward M., Jr. (SSM) Instructor
Lawrie, Thomas J., (Cpt.) Assistant Professor
Lenz, Floyd W., (SSG) Supply Sergeant
Taylor, Victor C. (Lt. Col.) Associate Professor

NURSING
Brenny, Audrey, Instructor
Creighton, Helen, Professor
Marthaler, Ann Elizabeth, Instructor
Meyer, Lorraine, Instructor
Platt, Judith A., Specialist
Titt, Dorothy, Associate Professor
Watry, Rosemary, Assistant Professor

PHARMACY
Proeber, James, Lecturer

PHYSICAL PLANT
Foote, Horace, Specialist

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Lundsten, Frank, Specialist

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Administration
DelliQuadri, P. Frederick, Dean (and Professor)

Home Economics
Hartman, Margaret G., Specialist

Social Work
Bonn, Gerald A., Specialist
Burdy, Janet, Specialist
Dombrowski, William M., Assistant Professor
Magill, Robert S., Assistant Professor
Weiss, Bernard S., Assistant Professor
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
Admissions and Records
    Norris, Robert, Assistant Director
    Roberson, Betty, Specialist
    Satterfield, Robert, Assistant to Director

FINANCIAL AIDS
    Arthur, Stephen R., Assistant Director
    Johnson, Susan, Specialist
    McLeod, David L., Specialist
    Pritchard, Robert M., Specialist
    Witthoft, Jerome, Specialist

INTRAMURALS
    Golembelewski, Jerome L., Specialist
    Steinke, Thomas, Coordinator

UNION
    Bradley, Owen R., Specialist
    Wiscarson, Sandra, Specialist

UPWARD BOUND
    Kuntz, Susan R., Project Specialist
    Spicer, Edward M., Director
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